RELOCATION RESOURCES

PACKING SUPPLIES
CHECKLIST

MOVING IS MORE
EFFICIENT WITH
THE RIGHT TOOLS!

QUALITY MOVING BOXES

Boxes are key! Make sure you have quality boxes that are sturdy and free of any damage to ensure that
your items will be well-protected. Ask your moving company for dish barrels and wardrobe boxes and
other specialty boxes designed to stand up to the job.

UNPRINTED NEWS WRAP

This is an ideal and inexpensive way to protect your fragile items during a move. Unprinted paper means
no ink smearing or fading on your items, so yo can rest assured they will arrive protected and pristine.

The only way to be sure that
your household goods will
survive a move is to pack
them properly, using the
right supplies. Here is a list
of recommended items for
your upcoming move.

BUBBLE WRAP

For those items that need a little extra protection, make sure you have some bubble wrap on hand. It’s
great for wrapping your fragile items, filling space in boxes, and protecting framed photos or art.

Permanent Box Markers

Make sure to have a few of these on hand so you can label all your boxes with their room and a list of
contents. This will make delivery and unpacking much easier!

Box Tape Dispensers and Refills
ADSI Moving Systems
3122 Mike Padgett Hwy
Augusta, GA 30906
706.793.0186
www.ADSIunited.com

Box tape is designed for moving! This sturdy tape will ensure your boxes stay closed during transit and
all the loading and unloading of the truck. Make sure to have plenty on hand and a dispenser always
comes in handy for quick sealing and cutting!

Box Cutter

When it’s time to unpack, you’ll want to make sure you have a sharp box cutter on hand. This will speed
up the process of opening up all your boxes, and make sure you have plenty of refill blades, you never
know when you’ll need them.

